
Anna Würth 
is an author and photographic artist, living and working in 
Hamburg with an interdisciplinary approach. 

Having obtained a diploma from her university studies she went 
to sea. She then worked for 13 years as a journalist with dpa, the 
Deutsche Presse-Agentur (German Press Agency), for the 
culture magazine Merian and as an editor at GeoSaison. After 
this as a freelance journalist. She has made study trips to all the 
continents of the world, some involving visits to indigenous 
peoples. 
As an author she has published lyric poems and short stories in 76 anthologies 
and in her book "Aphrodite.Lovestoned". Her poetry cycle "Songs from my Tipi" 
has been published in English. In 2001 she received the Literary Sponsorship 
Award of GEDOK, the largest interdisciplinary organisation of female artists in 
Germany. She regularly gives public readings both in Germany and abroad, most 
recently in Paphos, Cyprus, in 2017. She is involved with seven associations of 
authors and artists. 

Since 2007 she has been working as a photographic artist in parallel to her 
writing activities. She has taken part in 40 group exhibitions judged by juries, 
including the 4th, 5th and 6th Triennial of Photography Hamburg. Her work has 
been published in 19 group exhibition catalogues. At six solo exhibitions – two of 
them in Cyprus – she has shown photocollages, series of staged photography 
and analogue photographs of botanical and mineral structures that unfold an 
archaic strength and give the impression of abstract paintings. 
Like the stone portraits in her photo-poetry book „Aphrodite.Lovestoned“, 2011 
published by Wachholtz. 

In 2014 she won the „Highlight – Nature as Art" Award at the „Glanzlichter" 
International Festival of Nature Photography sponsored by the German 
Association of Photography. 

Since 2017 she has also published drawings, first in a gallery in Paphos. 

Anna Würth’s photographic creation focuses on metamorphosis. Her rich pictorial 
idiom rings the changes on transition and transformation. Her characteristic 
photographic dialogues set up correspondences between independent pictures, 
as well as resonating with verses from her lyric production. Her photocollages 
and her staged photographs, sometimes positioning herself as the central 
character, play with surreal modes of reality. Fascinated by the charm of the 
diffuse, she deliberately includes blurred effects in her complex studies of light 
and colour. 

Anna Würth has developed her own poetic voice as well as her own multi-faceted 
visual language. 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Selected Group and Solo Exhibitions Anna Würth 

2017 Chiaki Kamikawa Contemporary Art Gallery, Pafos, Cyprus Silent Beauty 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg Papier 
2016 Rathaus Hamburg Der Rote Faden 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg Gedok 9.0 
 Zentralbibliothek Hamburg Literatrubel 
2015 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg 6. Triennale der Photographie Hamburg 
 Naturkundemuseum im Marstall Paderborn Glanzlichter 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg Photo.Buch.Geschichten 
 Rathaus Schenefeld Nomaden 
2014 Institut Muth Hamburg, Solo Exhibition Sophia.Sirenen  
 Internationale Fürstenfelder Naturfototage Glanzlichter 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg Ephemere Bauwerke 
 Naturkundemuseum Bamberg Glanzlichter 
2013 Chiaki Kamikawa Contemporary Art Gallery, Pafos, Cyprus, Solo Exhibition Aphrodite.Lovestoned 
 Goethe-Institut Cyprus, Nikosia, Solo Exhibition Aphrodite.Lovestoned 
 Verkehrsmuseum Dresden Boing! 
 Friedenskirche Altona, Solo Exhibition Sophia.Ruach.Sirenen 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg MailArt: abgefahren 
2012 Kunstverein Heide, Solo Exhibition Aphrodite.Lovestoned 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg Alice 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg MailArt: Kosmos 
2011 Altonaer Theater Foyer, Book Release Aphrodite.Lovestoned 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg 5. Triennale der Photographie Hamburg 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg Hommage an Menschen 
2010 Photoplatz Hotel Bogota Berlin Bildgesang 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg Musik sehen 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg MailArt: Musik 
2009 Galerie im Levantehaus Hamburg Prag trifft Hamburg 
 Stadtmuseum Wedel Kalter Hund an Rucola 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg Daphne – Mythos und Metamorphose 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg MailArt: Mahlzeit 
2008 Monsun Theater Foyer Hamburg, Solo Exhibition Inkognito 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg 4. Triennale der Photographie Hamburg 
 Galerie Kunst-Nah Hamburg LoveLifeLandscape 
 Photo.Kunst.Raum Hamburg MailArt: Kleidung 
 Galerie der Gedok Hamburg Das Wetter 
2004 Die Drostei Pinneberg Menschliches 
2003 Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund Hamburg Lieber reich und gesund als arm und krank
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Guardians of unrest

On the banks of night behind the water-rushing willows

they silently hold the line waiting till the last book

is closed till the fringed curtain of the eye falls

they burst into clamour shoot off  their shrapnel

Lost to all  favouring planets they tear down my heaven

Where are you beloved Morpheus beyond the shadows

Morpheus lies sleeping slumbers out his mission

I must go myself put out across the riverine darkness

armed  take to the water trimming with my nail-scissors

the water-kissing branches of the willows

Anna Würth

Turning Point

Half a century of dislodged stonesunder one’s feet rolling in reversePutting to sea and coming home to the Elbea woman with a blue-tipped featherin the hair roams through the houseFinding the way out of the deserttransforming chaos
saying Yes saying No the clear visiongrain of sand grain of salt

BabyDontCry

To roll up li
ke a ball

gyrating and
 tumbling

through the t
horny world

till you stop
 crying and f

all asleep

like a hedgeh
og under the 

hazels

the Babylonia
n whisper of 

mice heard in
 the ear

and then hea
d over heels

strip off the
 spiny garb

Anna Würth

ROWING BACK UNDER HEAVY CLOUD 
WITH ACHING HANDS LETTING 
ONESELF FALL  IN THE HOT SAND 
WITH KNEES DRAWN UP ARMS 
TIGHTLY GRIPPED AROUND THIS 
HUMAN BUNDLE THAT LIES THERE  
AND IS I UNDER LEAF-SHADOW 
FINALLY RELEASING THE HANDS 
GAZE FOCUSED ON INFINITY AND 
BACK AGAIN TO THE TREE TO THE 
FRUIT SWAYING SLOWLY RELEASE 
THE HEART OF THE BIRD OF PASSAGE

       ANNA WÜRTH     

In the photographs of ‘TroubleMakerMorpheus’, 
turbulent beings – Guardians of Unrest – float through 
sleep, enveloped in the scent of the eucalyptus 
positioned in front of the photographic lens. Both 
pictures are analogue photography without digital 
editing. They have the effect of abstract painting, reveal 
a hidden beauty and correspond with the profound 
verses of the poet.  

’ShadowTheater’ shows scenes of a real external 
world – on the coast of Pafos – as the mirror of daily 
togetherness and its secret language of synchronicity. 
Shadow pictures have a ‘peculiar magic – and a 
reverse side as well. In mythology shadows are 
regarded as a negative principle. But they also remind 
us of Plato’s metaphor of the cave. Yet in the poem we 
are told, BabyDontCry, and in Turning Point the ideas 
mutate into realisation and action.

Her most recent series, ‘Paralyzed.Hope’, is based on 
drawings. They appear as ciphers of misfortune. By 
contrast with the photographic works, they are a more 
spontaneous and direct expression of the inner world – 
rapidly conveyed to paper and irrevocable – like the 
momentary snapshot of a soul in turmoil. Rowing back: 
here however the lyric heart of the bird of passage also 
awakens hope.

In her new ‘Literary Pictures’ the photographic artist 
and author Anna Würth combines her photographic 
work with her poems. As independent works of art, 
photography and lyric poetry supplement one another. 
The effect is one of consensus and contrast. 
Metamorphosis is always crucial.
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